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FIRST UP, A THANK YOU
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We’d like to extend a thank you to numerous 
CERN people for their help with CTA in order 
that I found them in my email:

• Michael Davis

• Julien Leduc

• Steven Murray

• Georgios Kaklamanos

• Oliver Keeble

• Roberto Valverde

• Jakub Moscicki

• The CTA and EOS teams!

Image: Tracey Wong, 2016
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RESEARCH NEEDS DATA
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Image: Food and Drug Administration website (www.fda.gov)

“Without data, you’re just another person 
with an opinion.”

- William Edwards Deming

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Food_and_Drug_Administration
http://www.fda.gov/


ANSWERING FOR THE A (IN FAIR)

Accessible: This may include making the data 
open using a standardised protocol. However the 
data does not necessarily have to be open (such 
as sensitive data). 

Using common tools with suitable controls.

Aiming for high level standards certification.

Encrypted and duplicated end to end.

Archive, not backup, although it can be used for 
backup.

Accessible definition: ARDC Fair Data, https://ardc.edu.au/resources/working-with-data/fair-data/

Photo: Tobias Schönebeck, 2009

https://ardc.edu.au/resources/working-with-data/fair-data/


Researchers 
want to 
work on 
their field of 
expertise
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DATA ARCHIVE IS A SUPPORT FUNCTION
It’s really not primary research
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Image: Peggy and Marco Lachmann-Anke, 2015

AARNet
focuses on 
supporting 
researchers 
data needs

Lowering 
the barrier 
to quality 
compliant 
data archive
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FINDING A RESEARCH FOCUSED ARCHIVE
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• Looking for positive history
• CERN has extensive experience

• Not a HSM! It’s an archive!
• Can be made to work as one, but not a goal

• Many computing groups provide a HSM, and it’s a 
naughty word

• Conservative and Opinionated
• Don’t try to be everything

• Have a defined scale capability

• So few vendors can provide any examples of 
capability

• Over 100,000 atomic archival tasks presently
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SPECIFIC FRONT END REQUIREMENTS
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• Designed to encourage access!
• Avoiding micro-charging users

• But remain fast and easy to use with standard APIs

• Designed for standards compliance
• Better than “research grade”

• Sensitive data standards and ISO27000 series

• Rich audit logging and behavior detection

• Encrypted by default
• Able to store data unencrypted if required

• Storage can be scrubbed

• Able to be tenanted

Image: StartupStockPhotos, 2015
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MAPPING THE REQUIREMENTS TO THE BACKEND
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Image: Zoltán Bocsi , 2007

• Designed to encourage access! (Y)

• Front it with WebDAV and S3

• S3 paradigms match CTA paradigms (mostly)

• Designed for standards compliance (Y)

• Able to map it to controls required

• Function of our design, but the core elements are there

• Worst case recovery is a possibility

• Encrypted by default (Y)

• Is a function of the frontend tools

• Can be done in the tape libraries

• Able to be tenanted (Y)

• Mount policies and other elements can work together to implement 
this

• XRootD, it’s in the DNA
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THE CURRENT DEPLOYMENT
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ZOOMING IN ON THE SCHEDULER
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• Restic talking WebDAV

• Forked code

• Working to get pack size changes into upstream

• Parallelism changes into upstream

• Merging Julien Leduc’s pack listing PoC

• K8S scheduled

• Containers lie about their identity to keep backups 
atomic and mobile
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THE LITTLE EOS
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• Really nothing abnormal here

• Standard AARNet model with CTA configurations

• K8S orchestrated in containers

• Encrypted FSTs

• GCDs are sidecars to the FSTs in the same 
namespace via K8S configuration

What’s the definite article for EOS in French?
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THE ACTUAL INTERESTING BIT
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• Fully K8S orchestrated

• Fibre channel exposed to containers

• K8S Deployments allow pinning of tapeservers

• We use serial numbers as identification for all 
storage access, defined in K8S

• Frontend is a deployment that can be made 
portable

• Ceph orchestrated by Rook

• Would love to spend time adding EOS to Rook

• PostgreSQL is a standard K8S deployment

• Being K8S, rich monitoring is easier
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QUICK NOTES WORTH MENTIONING
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Image: Steve Buissinne, 2015

• CTA media assumptions aren’t clear

• MHVTL, I’m looking at you

• We disabled Kerberos auth

• The SSS authentication is only clear in my head in 
the way an n-sphere is clear

• Too many things aren’t obvious until the 
source is examined

• e.g. rules to trigger replica cleanup

• I still owe Michael Davis a few diagrams

• Very easy to grow capacity
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FUTURE INTERFACES
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Image: Arek Socha, 2016

• CTA allows us to hide a lot of tape magic

• We have a first draft API on Swagger for AWS Glacier like 
behavior

• First supported protocol is WebDAV

• De facto S3 access to follow, with storage classes

• Protocol possibilities include…

• iSCSI Virtual Tape Library

• NFS

• Windows SMB

• Native XRootD

• GridFTP and SRM

• Demand based design

• We’d love to share and co-design with others



THANK YOU


